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Abstract
This is a brief review on the new frame of physics. Based on the persistent current model
of the electron, a new rigorously selfconsistent theory of classical electromagnetism, in which the
magnetic field energy and the energy transfer by induction havy been rigorously taken into account,
is proposed. Using this new frame in electromagnetism, rigorous unification of the theories of the
Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetism and the quantum physics is developed, concluding that the
classical Lagrangian equations, being regarded as operator equations, are accurately valid in the
frame of the quantum theory. Equivalence and inequivalence of the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian
formalisms in both classical and quantum theories are analyzed. The principle of action through
medium requests the advantage of the Lagrangian formalism over the Hamiltonian, predicting its
importance for macroscopically inhomogeneous systems; the Meissner effect presents a typical
example. By using the Coulomb gas as an example, the proofs have been given that the Meissner
effect is a classical property of the system which can sustain persistent currents. The principle
of classification and the transient energy principle are proposed.
§ 1. Introduction
In 1911, Kamerlingh Onnes found the superconductivity and, in 1933, Meissner and Ochsen-
feld found that the superconductors exhibit almost perfect diamagnetism with diamagnetic current
at the surface. The' phonomenon was described phenomenologically by London and London (1935)
in terms of the so-called London equations.
In 1957, Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer have shown quantum mechanically, that why these
metals can sustain persistent currents, together with a quantum mechanical explanation of the
Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect.
Now, in 1974, we proposed a persistent current model of the electron (Iida 1974), which
has introduced a continuous effort to reorganize the classical theory of electromagnetism (Iida
1975a). There had been a serious inconsistency for the momentum-energy density relation of the
electrons in the existing classical theory of electromagnetism (e. g., Feynman et al. 1964), which
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has related also to the current theory of quantum physics, where the divergence difficulties are
present and the role of both the magnetic field energy and the transfer of electromagnetic energy
by induction was implicit. Naturally these efforts requested to clarify the interface between classical
and quantum physics, which lead finally to the proposal of a new frame in physics for the materials
(lida 1981c, 1982a, 1982b, 1982c, 1982d) together with a conclusion that the Meissner-Ochsenfeld
effect is a classical property of a material which can sustain persistent currentf-, retaining many
studies and debates (lida 1975a, 1975b, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981a, 1981b, 1981c, 1982a;
Kondo 1978, 1979, 1981, 1982).
This paper presents a brief summary of these results and is hoped to initiate a new frame in
physics, which will have an effect to the field of quantum electrodynamics in future. Since the
most dramatical change from the current understanding has happened in the orbital diamagnetism
of the electrons, the emphasis will be placed on the classical derivation of the Meissner-Ochsenfeld
effect. In order to clarify a crux of the Meissner effect, we believe that we have found a new thermal
law called the transient energy principle, which will also be introduced.
Different from the current understanding, we conclude that quantu~n theory is necessary in
order to get perfect conduction, but once the material can sustain persistent currents, the Meissner
effect is an its classical consequence.
Recently Edwards (1981) has reported that the London equation is derivable classically by
using a modification of the action principle and mentioned that the Meissner effect is a classical
property of perfect conductor. Since his work is mainly on the transient behavior of classical charged
particles and did not analyze the effect of the surface boundary of the material, as well as the thermal
stability of the effect, we insist that he did not prove that the Meissner effect is a classical property
of perfect conductors and probably he knows our work (lida 1975b, 1977, 1981c). The differ-
ence will be clarified also in this paper.
§2. Brief explanation of the new frame in classical electromagnetism
As has been mentioned, there has been a serious inconsistency in the accepted theory of classi-
cal electromagnetism. In 1974, we have found the vortex ring classical model of the electron (lida
1974t .we refer it as VR hereafter), in which the electron is approximated by a tiny persistent ring
current with a continuous charge density, having the size of the order of the Compton wave length,
i. e., 10-2 A. There is a quite common misunderstanding about the classical size of the electron.
t A small mistake has been found in the paper. The values of (6.33 or 4.75) x la- 378 m in p. 1586
should be replaced with 0.241 or 0.967) x la- 386 m.
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Different from the case of the ex-particle for the Rutherford scattering, after admitting the super-
position and the Pauli principle for the two approaching electrons, there has been no classically
explainable experimental result which can support the very small size, much smaller than the above,
electron, so that this is the only possible minimum classical size which can be supported theoreti-
cally as well as experimentally. With the use of this concept for the electron and starting from
the Maxwell-Lorentz field equations, the success has followed, in which a consistent unified
theory of classical electromagnetism was obtained (lida 1975a, 1978, 1981a, 1981c, 1982a).
Now we regard that the world consists of electrons, nuclei, and electromagnetic fields. As the re-
presentative of the charged particles, we take the electron and approximate it by the VR model.
The real quantal electron is approximated by three steps. In the first step, the VR is represented
by the original tiny ring current and charge densities with its electromagnetic fields, (*ei , *hi),
for the i-th electron. In the next step, if the spin state is ex, the state is represented by an ensemble,
having the angular momentum vectors distributing uniformly over the upper hemisphere (lida 1974).
In the third step, we take the second ensemble in which the center of the VR's distributes according
to the quantal probability, tJ;*(r, t) tJ;(r, t), moving in accordance with the probable orbital electric
current of 1/1*(-ev) 1/1 =(-e/2m)[ 1/1* {tn/i) v - (-e/c)A} 1/1 + 1/1 {(-ii/i) V - (-e/c)A } 1/1 *J. Thence,
we get the electric current density four vector, {ii, i cPi } , for the i-th electron, ii being composed
of spin and orbital currents. Here, we usel. for i of the four space (Iida 1975a). We define (ei,
h i) as the resultant total ensemble average for the i-th electron in the Maxwell-Lorentz world. Our
final ¥axwell-Lorentz electromagnetic fields are (e, h) = (J;ei, J;hi), in which the free electromag-
l l
netic wave is defined by i = 0.
Then the Maxwell-Lorentz equations for (e, h) can be decomposed as
1 ahi
V X e· = - - -, V· hi = 0~ c at (1)
(2)
iri which, Pi is the charge density of i-th particle and Ii is its persistent closed current part and
Po = 10 = 0. There can be free wave components for i f 0, depending on the physical situation
of the system. We use the MKSP system (MKS rationalized Gauss system) for the units (Iida 1974,
1975a). Defining the fictitious magnetic shell function .mi by
I·
17 X m· =-~y. ~
c
to replace Ii / c in Eq. (1), summing over i, and averaging macroscopically, we get the Maxwell
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There are additional equations for the ripple electromagnetic fields.









In Eq. (4), can be either fixed or summed. Using Eq. (4), we have an identity of
(6)
In Eq. (6), by considering the case where S does not cut/;'s or m/s, it is easy to see that the equation
represents the energy transfer by induction to the persistent currents, /h or, the magnetic moment,
mi. Therefore, the right side terms of Eq. (4) represent the time change of the electromagnetic
interaction energies, the rate of work done to PiVi' and the rate of work done to Ii. Accordingly,
the left side term should show the electromagnetic energy flow rate through the surface S.
In Eq. (5), we regard in the new frame that, besides the free radiation component, the electro-
magnetic self-energy of particle i, fff! (e/ + h/ ) /2J dV, can not be separated from the relativistic
self energy of the particle. This view is different from the usual starting view of the field theory
(e. g., Nishijima 1969), and, therefore, the· renormalization procedure becomes not necessary.
Different from the physics of elementary particles, we claim that this is a useful approximation
for the physics of materials. Eq. (5) includes the time change of this part of the self energy of
particle i. Initially, we disregard Eq. (5), except the free radiation for which i = 0, and consider
only Eq. (4), because, in a usual material, the ratio of the weight of Eqs. (5) to (4) is N : }f, where
N is the number. of particle i in a small volume J V. Then, we get from Eqs. (4) and (5)
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represents the main component of the energy transfer by induction to the magnetic moments IJ.i .
The ripple term equations must represent various non-Maxwell energy transfers, such as by me-
chanical stresses, phonons, and thermal conductions. Energy transfer by the mass transportation,
however, has been excluded and will be analyzed next.
Now, let us extend our analysis to the electromagnetic momentum-energy density relations.
According to the logics developed in the foregoing paper (lida 1974), the self momentum-energy
density four vector of the i-th .particle, {Pi} self is represented by
{
*pO*a. (*),oo*aO)*v' i *po *A.. (*),oo*a,?)}
{}
~ l 1- Z 1- - t 'fit L t
Pi self = + rv _ 2 --, - C + rv ] •
2c t 2c c c 2 i 2c
(9)
(10)
Here, { *j~. 1 c*p~ } and {*a~. 1. *</>~ } are the current and potential four vectors in the proper
frame of the i-th particle. The physical meaning of the self factor 1/2 is essentially identical to
the other well-known cases in electromagnetism. It is noted that, in order to get the total mo-
mentum-energy four vector, the integration must be made in the proper space, YO, or, the proper
hyperplane, 0°.
From the Maxwell-Lorentz equations for (*e;, *hi), having no singularity everywhere, we
have derived the following energy-momentum related identities,
*. o*¢o*¢fff.,J*e i 0*e -+ *k 0*k -) d V = fff 00 C*¢ *p +*a 02 _ t }} t } t} t c cot cot
o2*¢-. o*a o*a a2*a _
+*¢ __t+__to __}_*a. o }]dV
} c 2ot2 cot cot t c2 ot 2 '
* e X *k 1 0 *¢ - 0 *a.
Iff t } dV = fff 00- C*p *a + I' *¢;--}- I' *a o__t ]dV ,
00 c c}" cot } cot
*e· X*k *P*a· I'*¢'o*¢ O*a·
IIf ( t }) Iff { C t} t} * t00 r X dV = 00 r X +---- - I' a} 0 --J
c c c cOt cot
o*a
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Here, J7 *aj is a dyadic, and we use only the Lorentz gauge potentials which vanish at infinity. In
Eq. (12), any point can be used as the origin of r, and the last term represents the spin angular
momentum of the electromanetic fields. From these equations the physical meaning of the electro-
magnetic momentum in the Hamiltonian formalism, qA/c, will be evident. In addition, there are
correction terms which are effective only for the time dependent case. Comparing with Eq. (4),
we should note that the electromagnetic momentum and the energy flow are different, being
analyzed further hereafter.
We regard that these equations are important for analyzing the structure of the electromagnetic
momentum-energy densities in the space. When i f j, these relations are useful without any ad-
ditionals, but when i = j f °,careful consideration must be made to all these equations. Comparing
with Eq. (9), we should notice that a self-factor 1/2 is at least needed in order to approximate the
self-energy, self-momentum, and self-angular momentum by Eqs. (10), (11), and (12), respectively.
In the case, when (*ei, *hi) represents the free field component which was radiated from the i-th
particle, this self-factor 1/2 is not necessary, but this complexity is dexterously resolved in our
Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetism, as we see soon.
We get further
o*e· 0*11,·
c i:' J7 0 (*e X *11, .) + I;' (*e 0 --~ + *11, 0 __J ) + I;' *e .0 *i· = 0,
J } ~ f } ot ~ 0 t J } ~ (13)
(14)
Here,~' indicates that the summation excludes j = i. From the principle of work, we can assume
j .
o 0
fIf* (.I;*e)) o*JidV =- * [K. E.] i +-*[R. E.] i .
Vi J*~ ot ot




*[K. E.] . = r====~===~ J1-(vi/c )2
and * [R. E.] i indicates the radiated or absorbed electromagnetic energy by the i-th particle. In
order to represent the change in the self energy due to the transfer of electromagnetic energy by
induction, we regard that mi is not a constant. But the change is so small that, in usual purpose,
it can be neglected. We have to assume further
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where, the volume V and its surface 5 is about the size to include the i-th particle. From Eq. (14),
if we have another yolume V', which includes V, then we have the time change equation of
a {( *e· )2 + (* h)2 }fffv,- v8"t L 2 L dV=-ffs'-sc*eiX*hi-dS. (18)
Therefore, c*ei x *hi , when integrated over the surface of a volume where "rji = 0, indicates the
flow of {r*ei)2 + (*hiP } /2, so that we need this term in Eq. (17). This fact, however, does not
mean that c*ei x *h i itself can represent the energy flow. In the space where *ji = 0, the energy
flow *5i must be
(19)
in which f is an arbitrary four-space vector function, but, in the space where *h f 0, even Eq. (19)
has no guarantee of existence. Clear recognition of this fact is one of the cruxes of the new frame
in electromagnetism.
From Eqs. (17), (14), (15) and (13), we get
(20)
From Eqs. (13), (14) and (20), we may be able to assume
a*e· a*h} .
r - {c( L;*e) X *h} +L; (*e - __L + *h· - --) =-L; *e·- *) = 0 (21)
}} L } } at L at }} L •
Now, Eq. (21) is correct where *h = 0. Our assumption is that it can hold where *h f 0, for the
electrons. In VR, since the *p and *j have no mass, the accelaration of *p and *j due to the action
of ~ *eJ· and ~ *hJ. may generate the reaction A *e l, and A *h l·, which may just compensate thejfi jfi
action. Namely, we may have the relation






Multiplying *h /*Pi to Eq. (22), we see that Eq. (21) is derivable from Eq. (22).
Then, after summing over i, Eq. (21) can be regarded as the forth component (v =4) equation
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The fact that a*Tp,4 I ax p, = 0 holds indicates that Eq. (23) must hold in general.
The currently accepted basic Lagrangian for deriving the momentum-energy density tensor
*TJ.lv is
1 2
*..J?=--(*f ) ,='-~ 4 IlV
*T - *f *f _1 0 *f 2IlV - Ila va 4 IlV aft





Here, the subscripts i, j have been changed to superscripts for convenience, and the standard sym-
metrization procedure (Landau and Lifshitz 1962) is requested for getting *T J.lV from *t. It is
easy to see that a*TJ.lv1axp,= O(v = 1,2,3) gives Eq. (22). But we should notice that, in order to
get the Maxwell-Lorentz equations, we should add ( f *j~) Cf:*aft) Ie to ~:£, which will spoil the
expression of *TJ.lV of Eq. (26), if followed the standard procedure of the field theory (e. g., Nishi-
jima 1969). The classical formulation presented by Landau-Lifshitz (1962) is only an elegant tau-
tology, having not resolved the Poincare paradox (Iida 1974). The currently accepted momentum-
energy density tensor has such an essential defect, which necessitates to introduce the complicated
renormalization procedure. We are free from this difficulty, because our approximation uses the
new momentum-energy density four vector of Eq. (9) for YR. In the new frame, the current frame
of the field theory can work only partly.
The crux of these analyses i's that, although Eqs. (21) -(26) do not differentiate *ei x *hi
and *ei x *hj , we must differentiate them clearly, because, otherwise, we can not get a consistent
results in Eqs. (9), (11), (20), and (23). The structure must remain when we shift from (*ei' *hi)
to (ei' hi). Therefore, in Eq. (4), we must sum with j =/ i, and we must understand the energy re-
lation in the Maxwell electromagnetism of Eq. (7) as the average of Eq. (4). It is noted that the
self-energy represented by Eq. (9) can separate clearly the emitting or absorbing electromagnetic
free wave energy from the self-energy itself.
It is important for the electromagnetism to confirm the existence of perfectly consistent
mathematical frame, in which no mathematical inconsistency is present. We presume that our frame
can be such a frame general relativistically. Therefore, in the frame of special relativity, we still
have a certain errors in the system, such as in the ratio of 1 : 10-365 ,t but, we believe that the
error is superficial and we can perform differentiation and integration in the whole space without
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limitation. Eqs. (10)-(12) were derived under these assumptions.
From these analyses, it will be evident that the energy transfer by induction is a fundamental
phenomenon in electrogagnetism. Therefore, as explained in detail in Appendix A, the Zeeman
energy should be regarded as an effective Hamiltonian of the total system, such as
(27)
where Um is the magnetic field energy and G1 and G2 are the non-electromagnetic energies of the
source of the magnetic field, HI , and the magnetic moment, P,2, respectively. As shown in Eq. (AS),
when we can assume that the magnitude of the persistent current 12 and the currentj1 of the source
do not change appreciably (lida 1975a, 1975b, 1981c, 1982b. See §4 and Eq. (39).), we get
aGl = ffffil • ae2 dtdV = aG2=- au m12= - aum
We claim in this paper that Eq. (27) must be effective even in quantum physics, although, in the
currently accepted frame, the use of )'-matrix makes this structure very implicit.
§3. A brief description on the classical derivation of the Dirac Hamiltonian in Pauli's approximation
In order to clarify the interface between our Maxwell-Lorentz equations and quantum physics,
the Dirac Hamiltonian in Pauli's approximation will be derived from our Maxwell-Lorentz fields,
(*ei, *hi)· From Eq. (10), we get easily (lida 1982b) the total electromagnetic energy of the system
as
(L:*ei)2+ (.I:*h)2 1 1
U =f.J.J L L dv=L;L;fff -(*e·*e+*k·*h)dV+L;fff=-(*ei2+*hi2)dV
em 00 2 i )=I=i = 2 L J L) . 2
*j - 1 8*¢ 1 8*¢ 1 82*¢ 1 8*a 1 8*a 1 82*a.=L;fffoo{*¢i*/~i+*ai. J - L J +¢J__-L + L. J -*ai. J } dV
)>i c c 8 t c 8 t c 2 8 t 2 c 8 t c 8 t c 2 8 t 2
1 *j 1 8*¢ 1 8 2 *¢ 1 8*a 1 8 2*a
+ L; fff - {*¢L*PL+*aL.~L - ( - __L)2 +*¢L- __L+ ( - __L)2 - *ai· 2--2-L }dV
L 2 c c 8t c2 8t 2 c 8t c 8t
*j - 1 8*aC 1 8*aC 1 8 2*aC
= L;fffoo {*¢J*P
J
+*aJ. _J +- __L • - __J -*a;. - __J } dV
J>i c c 8t c 8t c2 8t2
1 *j 1 8*aC 1 8 2* C
+ L; fff - {*¢?*Pi + *aY _L + ( ~ _L )2 -*a?· - ~ } dV . (29)
i 2 c c 8 t c 2 8 t 2
t In the VR, the Lorentz electric rorce of repulsion is almost exactly cancelled by the Lorentz
magnetic force of attraction and the magnitude of the next term is in the order of 10-365 of the
mein term. The gravitational force expected is in the order of 10-43 of the main terms.
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In the new frame of physics, the four electromagnetic potantials in the Lorentz gauge, {ai,l ¢;},
are regarded as the physical entities and those in the Coulomb gauge, (af, ¢f), as a convenient
mathematical tool. In order to get the Dirac Hamiltonian, we have to assume that the system is
so small that the retardation of the electromagnetic signal inside of the system can be neglected.
Then, we get (Darwin 1920)
c( ) c( )} {qiVi + qi7-ai X (raiX vi) +*flixrzAai ,( qi +*Pi"rzai )}, (30){*ai Ta '*¢i Ta = ---"----
4 7Ccr ia 8 7Ccr ia 4 7Cria 4 7Cr ia 4 7Cr ia
as the Coulomb gauge electromagnetic potantials of the i-th particle located at ri with the charge
qi, the velocity vi, the magnetic moment tti' and the electric dipole moment Pi (Pi = (Vi/C) X Ili for
electron.). Eq. (30) is correct up to (V;/C)2, and, in this degree of the approximation, the difference
between retarded and advanced potentials does not appear, i. e., free radiation having been com-
pletely neglected. Different from the Lorentz gauge potentials, the accelaration, ai, does not appear
in Eq. (30). Then, for particles I and 2,
* z+*h z *e~+*h~
U 1Z =III"" e 1 1 dv+III"" dv+III",,(*el"*ez+*h1"*hz)dV, (31)
em 2 2
(32)
In deriving Eq. (32) from (31), we have amalgamated ea.ch electromagnetic self-energy into the
kinetic energy of the particle, and neglected higher order terms. By calculating the integral of Eq.
2 4
Z v 2 3 Vz
m z c + mz - + mz - -2 8 c 2
qI VI X r12 " qZV2 X TZ1
2 28 n-r 12 c
V2 X fl 2 "ql T21 /L1 "q2 v2 Xr I2 flz"q1v1XrZ1
Z + 2 +---2----
4n-r 12 c 4n-r 12 c 47Cr 12 c
+~+ ql VI" qZVz +
24n-r I2 4 7Cr 12 c
VI X fl 1" q2'\2
24 n-r I2 c
analytically in detail, we get
2 4
12 2 VI. 3 VI
U = m1 c + m - + m - - +1 2 1 8 c2
(32)
3 Cal" r 1Z )( tt2 " i-21) + fl1 " f.C2
34n-r lZ
(33)(3)( 2 ( " )~(3)( )
-qlq2 K12 0 T IZ ) +- fl 1 /l Z u T1Z3
Further, taking into account the energy transfer by induction rigorously, i. e., adding 8C I or 8C2
of Eq. (27) or of Appendix A, being understood such as 8ml CZ or 8mzcz , to the magnetic interac-
tion terms accurately, we get finally (lida 1982c),
12 0 2 0 2 m~ 2 + ~ Z 3 m~ 4 3m~ 4U = m1 c + m2 c +- v I - V z+-- v +-- v 22 2 8 c Z I 8 c 2
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(34)
where the term with K 12 is the Darwin electrostatic contact term and the last term is the Fermi
magnetic contact term (Breit 1929, 1930, 1932; Bethe and Salpeter 1957, Messiah). We should
note that the magnetic interaction terms, which are linear in A, have dropped, and, those, which




i> j 4 nr .. c2
L)
.a a ;U-. + 3 ( /I. a r . ) (.a a r )+ I; t} t t} } P
i» 4nr3..
t)
-I; q.q.K.. o(3)(r .. )-I; ~(.ao.a.)o3(r)
i>j t) t) t) i>; 3 t) L)
The Lagrangian of the system can be derivable from Eq. (35) almost uniquely (see §5).
L=-I;m.c2+ I;mi v2+I;~ mi v4 -I; qiqj + I; gigjvia v;
i l i2 L i8 c2 L i>j4 nr. i>j 4 nr .. c2
t) L)
It is
.a. 0 .a.+3 (p.o r.. )(por .. )
_ I; l) L L) ) P
i>j 4nr3.L)
+ I;qq.K.o C3\r .. )+ I; ~po.a.)o(3)(r.. ).
i» l ) L) L) i> j 3 L) L) (36)
Here, a certain freedom is present for the factors of the two spin-orbit coupling terms, being not
explained in this paper (Thomas factor, !ida 1982c). From Eq. (36), the standard procedures can
derive the momenta and the Hamiltonian of the system as
aL
P·= -r-, Jf(p, r.) =I;p.aV.-Lo
t av. l L iLL
L
(37)
By regarding p. and Pi = giJ.1B Sr as the well-known operators, Eqs. (37) represent the Dirac Hamilton-
I
ian in Pauli's approximation exactly, which is the most fundamental Hamiltonian for solid state
physics. We have to, however, note that the Hamiltonian is only derivable under the assumption that
the system is so small that the retardation of the electromagnetic signal can be entirely neglected.
Unfortunately this assumption can not work for the Meissner effect, in which the system must
include the source of the magnetic field applied, and, even the specimen itself should be regarded
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large, exhibitting a macroscopically inhomogeneous final equilibrium state. It is noted that, if the
final equilibrium state is homogeneous, the system can be regarded as the sum of many small parts
in each of which the retardation of the signal is unimportant.
§4. Travel of electromagnetic signals from one system to the other
Let us analyze the case where the system is large and Eq. (30) can not work. Let us assume
that at t ~ to, the two electromagnetic systems, C1 and C2 , are in a meta-stationary state with the
Maxwell quantities ip~(r), j~(r), E~(r), and m(r) for C1 , and p~(r), j~(r), ~(r), and H~(r). for
C2 (lida 1977, 1982b). We assume that system C2 had started variation at t = to and the variation
has continued up to t = to + 8tO, where C2 has arrived at a new meta-stationary state, but the electro-
magnetic signals which contain the information that C2 was changing are still travelling in the vacuum
space between C2 and C1 . As shown in Fig. 1, we define the wave front and tail surfaces of the
transient signal at t = to + 8tO + 8tCi as Sp and SCi' respectively.
The energy transfered through the surface SCi during to < t< to + 8tO + 8tCi is
f/o°+oto+otaffs c(E;+E,;+,oEz) X (Il;+Il;+oHz)· dB dt
a
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Fig. 1. Two systems eland c2, at t = to +
oto + 0 to!. The change has started in
p at t = to and the change has ceased
finally in Q at t = to + Ot o. The transi-
ent signals are in V{1- VO!.
where oE2 , oH2 , oh and 0P2 are the transient variations introduced by the spontaneous change
in C2 and the first three equations are identities. Analyzing Eq. (38) in detail, we can get many
informations (lida 1977, 1982c). I~ and I:; are in the first order in 0 and IR in the second order.
I~ or I~ is present only when EO or HO is present and depends only on the final value of oA~ or
8j~, whereasI~ is independent of EO and H O and is dependent mostly on the transient behavior of
0P2 and ojz. When assuming that P~ and ij unchanged, the first order term of the additional final
electrostatic field energy in yo - VO! is identical to I~, but the second order term is included in
I~. Similarly the magnetostatic field energy in VOO - VO! is composed of I~ and a part of I R. I~,
however, includes an additional energy of induction, I) W1 , being transfered to C1 , when the transient
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where oA; and oj; indicate the final values of the variation of Az and jz. Eq. (39) is an important
relation, by which the usual conventional Hamiltonian (Appendix B), which neglects both the energy
transfer by induction from Cz to CI and the change in the magnetostatic mutual interaction energy
of the system, Urn 12' can be selfconsistent in terms of the conservation of the energy of the system.
It is noted, however, that the energy transfer by induction is definitely an important energy transfer,
being utilized daily in the civil life as the transformers. Therefore, in neglecting these important
phenomena, justification must be needed for the conventional Hamiltonian to be used as the thermo-
dynamical energy to be minimized, in cooperation with the entropy term (as shown later this has
turned out to be not possible).
Another important relation we can get is
(40)
Here, the electric field, E~, from CI to Cz is assumed to be uniform, and op~ is the variation in
the dipole moment of Cz . Ue22 and Urn 22 are the Maxwell's electric and magnetic field self energies
of C2 and 0UR , which is the main component of I ~, is the electromagnetic radiation energy emitted
during the process. If E~ = 0 at C2 , then we have a rigorous balancing of the self-energies of Cz ,
because the left side equation of Eq. (40) should represent the negative of the change of all the
other energies of C2 (such as the kinetic energies of the charges), which is not included in the
Maxwell's electromagnetic field energies.
Since the Maxwell equations' are passive equations, they can describe the phenomena which
may never happen in nature. For instance, the sign of the energy, OWl, is arbitrary, at least, in the
foregoing description. Since the Maxwell equations are invariant for the time reversal operation,
we can put t -'? - t in the description, then it describes an idealized absorption of electromagnetic
radiation energy, 8UR,by Cz , coming from infinity in the form of the advanced potentials. It is
noted that H -'? -H, j -'? -j by this operation.
It will be added that, when we regard the electromagnetic quantities of C2 , i. e., P2(r), jz(r),
E2(r), and H2(r), as the Maxwell-Lorentz quantities, such as P2(r), iz(r), e2(r), and h2(r) (see Eq.
(1)), our equations can describe the electromagnetic action from or to an atom, ion, or molecule. We
shall prove later that these descriptions have physical significances even in quantum physics, in
regarding all the electromagnetic quantities as representing the averaged quantal expectation values of
the system. But, there is still a long way left, because we have only studied the quantum theory in
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Hamiltonian formalism in §3, where the retardation of the signal has been completely neglected.
It is, however, noted that, although the existing quantum theory can describe OUR' i. e., the emission
or absorption of free electromagnetic radiation, no quantum theory exists for the action of I~
or 0 WI, where the new frame plays an essential role as shown later.
As a result of the principle of action through medium, in Fig. 1, when the signal from C2
is travelling in the vacuum space, the state of C1 has no influence from this signal, classically, as
well as quantally. We insist that the conventional method of only superposing the normal modes
of electromagnetic waves (Heitler 1954, Messiah) faces a serious difficulty for the adequate descrip-
tion of this physical situation, especially for the action of I~.
§5. On the quantal equivalence and inequivalence of the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms
and the principle of classification
When the retardation is not important and the Hamiltonian is effective, the standard quantum
theory with the Schrodinger equation can work. Our problem is what quantum theory can work
when the Hamiltonian formalism can not be effective.
Let us show first the effectiveness of the Lagrangian formalism in quantum theory for the
simplest small system in which the retardation of the electromagnetic signal can be neglected and
the Hamiltonian formalism can work.










Since Eqs. (41)-(43) are algebraical relations, they must be valid also as operator equations, only
after paying caution for the orders of the symbols.
Now, the action principle leads the Lagrangian equation (e. g., Nishijima 1969),
(44)
which, together with an Eq. (43), constructs the Hamiltonian equations.
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Now, we state that, the classical equations (41)-(44) transit directly to quantum equations
after regarding the physical quantities, qr, qr> Pr and H = E, as operators and placing the requirement
( qr, Ps J = i Ii 0 rs [ t, E J = - iii. (45)
The proof is as follows. In the new frame of physics, we take the Schrodinger representation
as most fundamental and regard the other representations, such as those by the Heisenberg repre-
sentation, as the mathematical modifications from them. We regard the state function, !/J(qr, t),
in the Schrodinger representation as representing "the maximum information on the system, in
which the real material wave and the statistical probability or mathematically appearing wave are
intrinsically inseparable".* In the Schrodinger representation, qy's and t are regarded c-number




The Schrodinger equation is
Ii aE=---
i at (46)
with its formal solution of
(47)
(48)
Here HSR is the H in Eq. (47) and !/J(qr, to) is the initial arbitrary state, which can be a Heisenberg
representation of the state !/J(qr, t).
Let us consider the expectation value of an arbitrary physical quantity A. It is
iIi H SR (t -to)
< ,y ( qr , t) I A SR I ,y (qr, t) > = < ,y ( qr, to) I e A SR
(49)
so that its time derivative is
*We define the entity, which is most convenient to be regarded as the objective existence, for the
self-consistent description of the physical phenomena, as the physical existence. In physics, there




defines a unitary transformation and the resultant representation is called the Heisenberg repre-
sentation, in which the state function is
(52)
and HHR = HsR . Then Eq. (50) indicates
d 8 .
Cit < A > = < at (A HR) > = < ~ (HHR' A HR J >.
Therefore, as the crux of this section, by defining the operator dA/dt as
dA ~ <A><->= ,dt dt
we get the Heisenberg equation
8 (A HR ) = (dA) = 1- (H , A J




since, when <A> = <B> for any arbitrary state, A == B*.
dA = 1- (D AJ
d t 11- ' ,
Hence, we have, in general,
(56)
which is the generalized Heisenberg equation. From Eq. (56), dA/dt is not a ficticious operator,
and, from Eq. (55), it is covenient to use the Heisenberg representation for obtaining the operator
elements of dA/dt from A. Since, for the polynominal P of qr and py, Eqs. (45) leads to
8P (P,qrJ, 8P- (P, qrJ
8pr 1i 8gr 1i
we get
dqr i 8H dPr [H, PrJ = -
8H
---
(H, qrJ = -- --- 1idt Ii 8pr dt 8 qr
(57)
(58)
as the operator equations, which is independent of the representation. Therefore, under the postulate
of Eqs. (45) and (54), we have proved Eqs. (43) and (44) as operator equations. Since Eqs. (41)-
*When <A > =<B > for any arbitrary state, A == B. A short proof is : putting A - B =C,
4 < x Iely> =< x + y IC Ix + y > - < x - y IC Ix - y> - i <x + iy IC Ix + iy > + i <x - i y IC Ix -
iy> = O.
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(43) arealgebraical relations, this completes the consistency of Eqs. (41)-(45), (54) and (56), as
the operator equations in quantum physics for the assumed specialized system.
Now, when the retardation of the signals should be taken into account, we propose that the
Lagrangian formalism becomes more fundamental and convenient than the Hamiltonian formalism,
classically as well as quantally. We should note first that the description of a transient phenomenon
in §4is made by using entirely Lagrangian variables, ri, ri = Vi, and j = ~ qiVi' When Eq. (30)
I
is not effective, we can not get Eq. (36), so that, Eqs. (37). As shown in Appendix B, when magnet-
ism is related, there happens another mathematical difficulty in the Hamiltonian formalism, in
which the simple definition of the momentum, Pi, becomes ineffective. Of course Lagrangian de-
scription is easy to understand, as the frame is identical to our classical experiences. Therefore, in
several complicated systems, the Lagrangian formalism, at least, can give the better insight of the
object. Although it is not easy to solve the Lagrangian operator equations for many particle sys-
tems, but, at least, exact quantal Lagrangian solutions are obtainable in the case of the dynamics
of a spin system.
In the Lagrangian description, once we obtained some classical equation, such as
j(qr, qr, qr)= g(qr, qr, qr), (59)
then we can expect
(60)
for any arbitrary quantum state or ensemble of quantum states. Since the thermodynamics usually
concerns with a large system in which the expectation value and the classical value are not differ-
ent, we regard this expectation very important in thermodynamics.
Now, since most of the classical equations are valid in quantum physics as the q-number
equations and additional requirements will be only both the commutation requirement of Eq. (45),
where ti appears, and the Pauli principle requiring the symmetry of the states for the permutation
of the involved same particles, we propose "the principle of classification", stating that almost
all physical phenomena, whose characteristic constants do not containti and has no relation with
the symmetry requirement of the quantum states, will be describable classically, without using the
operator frame of the quantum theory (lida 1981b, 1981 c). Almost all terms of the Dirac Hamilton-
ian in Pauli's approximation (Eqs. (37) and (36)) are subjected to this category. We claim that g =
2 of the electron belongs to this category (lida 1974), but the anomalous part, as it contains ti,
is not. The Meissner effect, again, becomes a delicate typical example, as being analyzed later.
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§6. Dual structure of the physical world, ensemble concept, and a new definition of "classical".
Now, although there remains a slight freedom for the q-number representation of travelling
electromagnetic fields, we have almost established that our quantal physical world of concern is
composed of q-number* algebraical Lagrangian equations and the state functions, or, the solution
of these operator equations. This dual structure is essential in the physical world and classical electro-
dynamics of charged particles comes about by regarding the corresponding q-number equations as
c-number* equations. The classical electromagnetism, in a sense, comes about by picking up the
electromagnetic c-number side-view of the corresponding quantal state functions. The superposition
principle is adoptable for the latter, but is not for the former, in agreement with the corresponding
quantum systems. Now, even if the total system is macroscopic, the retardation may be neglected
in its local part, so that, locally, the existing frame will work. Therefore, it happens in the new frame
that we know either the classical or/and quantal solutions of many parts of the system, but neither
both nor the whole system. In these situations, in order to understand the whole system intuitively,
without obtaining the complete mathematical solutions, we propose that the concept of ensemble
or adequate set of classical or quantum states is useful in order to bridge the classical and quantum
physics.
The concept of ensemble is well-known in statistical thermodynamics, and, in the existing
quantum theory, also, after the old proposal by Born, we can figure out, e. g., a quantum state of
a hydrogen atom by an electronic cloud having the density of 1/I":(r, t) 1/I(r, t), which is equivalent
to an ensemble of millions of classical states of the hydrogen atom. Of course, we know from Eq-
(46) that the spacial change of the phase of 1/I(r, t) represents the expected momentum of the
electron, and, it is possible to introduce this additional knowledge in this classical ensemble.
Accordingly, the concept must also be quite useful for bridging the classical and quantum states
in the new frame. A classical equation in the new frame, when represented by algebraical notations,
represents not only'a behavior of a simple classical state, but, an ensemble of classical states, allowing
for a quantum state to be approximated by the ensemble. Usually, a quantum state will have a
corresponding ensemble of classical states, and, even though each classical state may emit radiation
classically, when the ensemble of states represented is stationary, no electromagnetic action is ex-
pected. Since we know already t.he quantum states for atoms, molecules, and typical solids, it will
be also possible for an arbitrary quantum system, to construct the corresponding classical ensembles
having the expected quantum characters. Although the classical particle dynamics can not accept
the superposition, by using the ensemble concept, we can accept the superposition and can extract
c : classical, q: quanta!.
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certain collective quantum characters of the system. From this view, the procedure of the approxi-
mation employed in §2 can be reinterpleted as an example of the extended mixed application of
these ensemble concepts.
In turn, a classical state can be regarded as a superposition of an ensemble of quantum states.
Then, we can regard our classical Lagrangian physics of a macroscopic system as depicting these
collective characters of the corresponding quantum ensembles. We can regard the classical physics,
such as mechanics, electromagnetism, etc., as describing such collective classical characters of certain
corresponding microscopic quantum ensembles. Then we propose a new terminology of "classical",
if there isa c-number equation system for any side-view of a quantum system. Even the electron
clouds of atoms can be regarded as "classical" in this sense in a certain study, so far as we don't
manipulate the operator frame of the system in that study. In this way, in the new frame, we can
use classical frame, if it is effective and is convenient. If the result obtained agrees with the ex-
periences, we claim that it is already sufficient for physics, regarding the clearing out of its quantal
significance, as another problem, which is not always simple. At the same time, since the physical
world has the dual structure, and our experiences cover many side views of that structure, i.e., clas-
sical experience both for the q-number equation side [e.g., electrodynamics] and the state function
side [e. g., electromagnetism], and a plenty of quantum knowledges for small systems where the
Hamiltonian formalism are effective, we can synthesize these knowledge by means of the mention-
ed ensemble concept and the mathematical knowledge of the Fourier transformation to understand
the total system.
After accepting these concepts, the actual physical experiment may be understood by the
new frame in the following simple way. After making many simplifications, the experimental
apparatus will correspond to the q-number Lagrangian equation side and the experiment corresponds
to the investigation of the detail of the state function, after giving an initial condition of the state
function. A typical case will be seen when an electron beam is injected to an electron diffraction
apparatus. The physical understanding of the growth of a single crystal in a crucible in a furnace
will present another example, but the interpletation will be much more complicated. In the new
frame, however, since we are dealing with Lagrangian frame, which is identical to the classical ex-
perience, we may say that the first order quantum approximation of our experiments has been
obtained by the new frame.
In the following description of this paper, we shall present an application of the new frame,
in which we shall follow the procedure of classical physics faithfully, with keeping the ensemble
concept in mind, but, without explaining its quantum significance in detail.
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§7. Derivation of the London equation for the classical Coulomb gas by regular thermodynamics
In order to show that the Meissner effect is a classical property of a system which can sustain
persistent current, we have studied the magnetism of a classical electron gas. Since the classical
electron gas will solidify at below a certain temperature (Pollock and Hansen 1973), if limitted
strictly to the classical, the analysis has to be limitted at above this temperature, but in the new
frame, this limitation is not necessary. We know that there were many pioneering works on the
diamagnetism of electron gas both classically (van Leeuwen 1921, Van Vleck 1932) and quantally
(Landau 1930, Van Vleck 1932, Ham 1953, Peierls 1955, Heuser and Hajdu 1974). From the view
point of the new frame of physics, these works are not acceptable, because, for the dense Coulomb
gas, under the control of the principle of the action through medium, incorperating with the retarded
energy transfer by induction, the leading elementary irreversible process should occur quite locally
without knowing its consequence over the total system, and, the conventional Hamiltonian formal-
ism, which locates the source of the magnetic field applied outside of the consideration and dis-
regards the retardation of the electromagnetic signal generated, can not depict these most important
factors of this process. Since the final equilibrium state might become macroscopically inhomoge-
neous, the difference between the thermodynamical energy and the effective Hamiltonian for the
approximate description of the kinematical motion of a part of the total system must be strictly
distinguished, which was not the case in the old treatments. As shown in Appendix B, the effective
Hamiltonian can not become the thermodynamical energy, in addition to the included essential
mathematical difficulties for rigorous treatment.
Now, our Coulomb gas system is composed of a large ring-like container C1 and a small
simply connected container C2 located at the center of C1 (Fig. 1). In order to represent the total
energy U of the system, we assume initially that the system is in a stationary state. The total system
can be located inside of a perfect reflector, but the thermal radiation energy can be out of the con-
sideration, because its total amount is so small (such as 1 : 10-2°). Then, we can use the form of
Eq. (35). Assuming the point charge model of the electron -and neglecting the higher order terms
of (vier, we get effectively
qdfJ. +L: q.iq)
4 7l: r AfJ. i> j 4 7l: r i)
(61)
It is noted that the sixth term of Eq. (35) is almost zero, so far as the macroscopic currents, i1 (r)
and h (r) in C1 and C2 , are stationary, or, circulating f'ry. h(r) = 0). In this approximation, since
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the electrostatic interaction is much stronger than the magnetic interaction, we assume that the
system is already in an equilibrium with respect to this interaction. In the Coulomb gas approx-
imation, the positive charges are assumed to be completely continuous, distributing uniformly over
the volumes of CI and C2 , and, the electrostatic mutual interaction makes the point electrons
spreading uniformly over C1 and C2 , defining the electron densities, nl (r) and n2 (r), as being almost
constant. The electrons are making very fast thermal motions, under the strong action of the
electrostatic mutual forces operating between every two electrons and between the positive uniform
charge density and each electron. We decompose the velocity as
v,=v (r)+(v,-v ), v =v (.,.)+(v -v).
A Dl A Dl i D2 'i D2




U=ffJ (;"1 +;"2)· (AI +A2 ) dV+ L; m Av2




+ " m A ( )2" mi( 2L..J - VA - v + L..J - Vi - v )
A 2 Dl i 2 D2
(64)
Urn' UD and UT indicate magnetic energy, and, drift and thermal parts of the kinetic energies of
the electrons. UT can include the additional electrostatic mutual interaction energies.
Now, we assume that, so far consistent in electromagnetism, any H(r) andj~(r) with V.h(r)
= 0 is realizable in the system, at least temporarily, after having a small adjustment in terms of the
corresponding small shifts of the charges to generate E(r) , which is extremely small (Iida 1977,
see §9).
Let us represent the system in a thermodynamical configuration space, n, in which the current
j(r) takes the role of the internal parameters (Xl, X 2 , ••• ), and UC and SC are the additional co-
ordinates (Callen 1960). Here, S represents the entropy and c indicates that it is the quantity in n.
In this system, C2 (or Cd has a character of S~ = S~ (Ut2, j(r)) and,j(r) = h(r) +h(r) determines
H(r) = HI (r) + H2 (r). The temperature can be a function of the location, r, but initially we assume
uniform temperatures, T 1 and T2 , for CI and C2 , respectively. Then, thermodynamics gives
c 1 T,c c oj





C OJ c of(0 UT )SC := - T2 (05 ) c2 2 2 UT
(5Si) UOJc being the variation of S~ due to 5j in C1 or C2 with keeping UT2 constant. With theT2
use of Eq. (66), the formal thermodynamics for the equilibrium states, i. e., the entropy maximum,
the energy minimum, and the free energy minimum principles, request uniquely for 5j
c c c oj c of c c




( = 0 ). (68)
Then, we propose as a new principle for the thermodynamics with long range interactions
that the variation 5j must simulate the real possible thermal fluctuation of the system, requiring
for 5j to be confined in a macroscopically point-like volume ~V with V· 8j= 0 and keeping the
other j(r)'s outside ~V, so that A(r)'s due to them, constant. Eq. (68) indicates that, at near the
equilibrium state, both sides of Eq. (68) should be zero, otherwise the change of if "at constant
Uf produces the maximum change of the entropy for the quasi-static process, which is physically
unacceptable in the present case, because as 5Uf2 will always have the main contribution to S~ in
this system. The logics in this paragraph is one of the cruxes of the study. Thence, for C2
T,c T,c Iff r me" 0/2 !:::.I~ me .
o(um +uD )= b.V,A+--2 Jz).- dV= L: -Ie (A + --2 h) . d£
n2 e e ~ e ~ n2 e
me me *
J7 X ( A + --2 j ) • d5 = L: ( H + --2 V X j 2) . !:::.J1.2 ~ = H ·0 P. 2 = 0 .
nz e ,l n 2 e
(69)
Here 5h is subdivided into many microcircuits C;\ with the current llh and the line of element
d£. . 51J.2 is the magnetic moment generated by 5h. Hence, we get a London equation
(70)
for C2 (as well as for C1 ).
Although a part of this derivation procedure was known (Casimir 1966, de Gennes 1966),
no rigorous thermodynamical foundation of the procedure had been given before, because the physi-
cal, classical as well as quantal, significance of the Lagrangian formalism had not been understood
well. In order to justify this procedure further, we have studied the relevant irreversible process
directly in detail next. It is noted that, mathematically Eq. (67) can be extended to at T= 0, leading
Eqs: (69) and (70); indicating the delicate quantal and dynamical significance of the result.
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§8. Derivation of the transient energy principle and its application to the Meissner effect
In n, from the view point of the irreversible process, the entropy maximum, the energy mini-
mum and the Helmholtz free energy minimum principles (e. g., Callen 1960) are unified as that
I (71)
is a necessary condition for the process {oXQ} to be irreversible.
Callen (1960) emphasized the role of the energy minimum principle, as representing the inter-
face between thermodynamics and classical non-thermal dynamics. Let us extend the Callen's idea
slightly more. If the system is mechanical, such as a pendulum, and is supported at rest in a none-
equilibrium state, then, when the support is released, it starts a motion with which UC decreases.
Then, after the start, the released configurational energy, -0 if, becomes a macroscopic kinetic
energy of the system, which is not representable in n, since, in n, the system is assumed to be
static or in equilibrium under the given values of the internal. parameters. We call this kind of extra
energy as the transient energy, [TE] = [-0 if ]. Since the macroscopic motion always contains
an irreversible part, the equation, as an irreversible process, must be
[ T E ] = [- 0UC ] > a ,
being in agreement with the Lagrangian equation (44) and the proposed thermal equation (71).
The intentional discharge of a charged capacitor may present another example. The principle may
be depicted that a macroscopic energy, once released in a transient form, can never completely
be returned. Then, our problem is that what happens when the process of producing a transient
energy competes with the change of the entropy of the system. We conclude that this is the case
for the Meissner effect, being explained hereafter.
Let us consider oh as the real nucleus of an irreversible process. The size must be quite small,
located at just between a macroscopic point and a volume. When oh in C2 has just happened,
the electromagnetic signal of oh must be near the location of oi2. Since the total energy must be
conserved, the extra energy, [-0 if ], is in a transient state at this instant. The explicit form of
[-oU C ], is given in §4 (lida 1977, 1982c). Therefore, Eq. (71) in this case takes the form of
(72)
where [TE] indicates the transient state energy. How to calculate [OScltocal will be a problem.
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Since the entropy is an extensive quantity and is calculatable in terms of the number of possible
configurations, it should be calculatable at and near the location of 8j2, at least in principle. Eq.
(72) represents the explicit form of the proposed new thermodynamic principle called the transient
energy principle. Very localized heat can be regarded either [TE] or T[8S C ] local> which does not
disturb the unequality of Eq. (72), being an important necessary condition for the representation.
It is to be noted that Eq. (72)indicates the possibility that the entropy may decrease temporarily,
if a very extremum initial condition can be set up. Then with the aid of Eqs. (69) and (65), we get
[ - o( l{; + ug )- 0 U1z J local + Tz [0 S~ Jlocal
From Eq. (68), we get at near the equilibrium,
(73)
( = 0 ) (74)
(75)
irrespectively on the shape, size, and location of CI , C2 and 8j, which can be understood only when
each term of Eq. (74) is zero. Then, ifH* =f= 0, it is -always possible to have a 0J.l.2 with - H>l:· 0J.l.2 > 0,
indicating that an irreversible process must happen by Eq. (73). Therefore, we need Eq. (69) as a
necessary condition for the equilibrium state.
The entropy term of Eq. (73) will be evaluated as follows. When the magnetic field HI has
penetrated into C2 substantially, as the cyclotron motion has a radius of yc = mcvjeH, the orbit
converges to a point, when HI ~ 00. Then the entropy of that state must be smaller, because the
orientational freedom of the velocity becomes ineffective. Hence, if oh is created in C2 diamagnet-
ically to reduce the effect of HI, we should get with Eq. (66)
n-C Oj2
( oUTZ) SC oj2
___2_=(oS~)r.f. > 0 ,
T2 T2
which supports our conclusion. Quantum treatment seems to give the same result. Introduction
of a magnetic field creates the bunching of the free electron levels, (Van Vleck 1932, Peierls 1955)
and, since the characteristic length AH = -vi tr cjeH decreases with the increase ot' H, the number
of states in a single bunched level increases, together with the raise of all the levels, including that
of the zero point motion. As a result the expected kinetic energy for the lowest energy state
increases in average. Because of the presence of electrostatic interactions, we can expect that the
lowest energy state has no degeneracy. Then, the initial part of Eq. (75) tells that, when the state
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changes from the van Leeuwen type state with H f 0 to the state of the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect,
with H = 0 in most of the volume,
r,c oiz
( OUT2),fc oj
o> 2 = _ ( oSC) 2
T 2 Ufz
Namely, the entropy must increase in the change.
We should note that, when we put T = 0 in Eq. (73), the requirement coincides with the law of
classical dynamics, i. e., diamagnetic response of the orbital motion of the electrons in a magnetic field.
We state that the transient energy principle is an important finding of the new frame which is
located at just the interface between the new and old frames, and also between the classical and
quantal physics. The most delicate physical structure of the system will be further explained in § 10.
§9. Classical stability of the Meissner effect, Lagrangian kinematics, and the idealized magnetic
shielding.
The Lagrangian equation of the motion of a charge qi in general in a Coulomb gas is (Appendix C)
dp· {v. .A ( r· , t ) }-~=r·L·=q·r· ~ ~ -f/)(r· t) + [S.1.J·df ~ ~ 1. t· C 1.' 1. (77)
(78)
where {S .1.] i means the short range electric and magnetic mutual interactions of the charges. Let
us prove that the state of the Meissner effect in C2 is kinematically stable. Let us assume that {A, <P }
are the London gauge potentials, {A L , <pL }, which are stationary. Let us have an attention to the
surface region and assume that A L, the surface normal, and the magnetic field HCr) are along X-,
y-, and z-axes, respectively. Since the first and second terms are V'd qivixA}(y;)/c] and -'V'i<P(yi),




so that, after integrating between to and to + 6t, we get
qi AAL + 1 to+ !:1t[6v·JI/=--u - f [S.I.J·dt.
1. II mi c m~ to 1.11 (79)
Let us fix the change of the y-variable of the particle, h.Yi ~ 0, and consider the possible different
cases for electron i. Since, in [S. I.] ill' action and reaction will cancel with each other, we expect
the last term of Eq. (79) as zero in average, which makes Eq. (79) identical to a London equation.
Hence, we conclude that the Meissner effect of the Coulomb gas is kinematically stationary.
For the general non-stationary case, we found that there is a unique gauge I in which A I (r,t)
has no normal component at the surface of C2 • With the use of this gauge, the right side of Eq.
(77) gives a transient force which can not circulate and should be quickly reduced to zero by the
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depolarizing electric field introduced by the response Dq} due to very small instant shifts, DriP's,
of all the charges in C2 . The time of response will be T 'V l/wp =.Jm/ne2 'V 10- 16 sec., w p being
the plasma frequency of the Coulomb gas.
d I
- (p. - m V· ) = 0dt L L LP
( ) _ qi I6 V.- v'p -- -- 6A ,
. L L mi C
Separating this part, we get in average
(80)
(81)
which shows the idealized magnetic shielding effect. If the change of the potentials has ceased,
then viP will become zero quickly, indicating that the state is approximately identical to the state
of the Meissner effect.
The predicted idealized magnetic shielding effect is very similar to the case of the Larmor
diamagnetism of atoms, ions, and molecules. We note that even the Larmor precession of the
electron spin can be regarded diamagnetic and similar in the character in the new frame of physics.
In these cases, the application of a magnetic field creates acceleration of the kinematical motion
of the charges or the currents and the resultant motions are maintained, so far as the field is main-
tained, being understood by the action of the Lorentz magnetic force in the stationary states (lida
1982d). In the Larmaor diamagnetism, the system rotates as a whole with the angular velocity
W = eH/2mc, keeping the original kinematical motion almost unchanged. When the system becomes
large, then (see Eq. (B8)), the magnetic field produced by the Larmor Precession of the circum-
ferential region supresses the penetration of the magnetic field applied and the system has to transit
to the state of the Meissner effect. The old treatments, both classical and quantal (van Leeuwen
1921, Landau 1930, Darwin 1930, Van Vleck 1932) have made misunderstandings on both the
essential defect of the effective Hamiltonian formalism in the thermostatistical treatments and also
the recognition of the role of the principle of action through medium for such a macroscopic
electromagnetic system. (see §10).
Let us extend our analyses to the Edwards' (1981) case. In his case, the subject is not C2
nor. C1. The charged particles are supposed to be located in an open space initially, could be under
the action of gravity. As shown in Appendix C, there is a covariant guage in which the averaged
Li = 0 in Eq. (77).






where E indicates 'Edwards, as Eq. (77) in this case becomes almost equivalent to Eq. (7) of Edwards
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(1981). Quantally, this indicates that each particle is in constant momentum stale. Namely
() q E -v. r,t =-- A (r,t)+v
t me a·
Assuming va(r) = 0, we get the Edwards' equation
(83)






In this case, since no bouridary surface has been explicitly assumed and no discussion is made on
the thermal stability of the effect, the situation is certainly different from the London equation
in the Meissner effect. In the case of {AI, q}} of Eq. (81), we have excluded viP, but this is not
the case for { A E, ep E}. There is, however, a terse way to relate this formulation with the Meissner-
Ochsenfeld effect, as will be shown in the next section.
§ 10. A few discussions
In our system fJjz is created with the thermal requirement fJ (iJ~ + Ub) < 0 in Eq. (73), but,
when the effect of fJjz has finished in the system, we should have fJ (U~+ uB) > 0 (Casimir 1966).
Physically, each electron is to exhibit a diamagnetic cyclotron motion, a~cording to the magnetic
field H present, irrespectively of the results that this motion would produce in future. This is another
crux of the Meissner effect and the action through medium operates there. The mentioned many
pioneering works on the diamagnetism of electron gases, both classical and quantal, are not ac-
ceptable in the new frame, not only from the thermodynamically incorrect consideration on the
role of the magnetic field energies but also from the neglect of the requirement from the action
through medium, peing inevitable with their use of the Hamiltonian formalism (Appendix B).
The essential mechanism is already present for the system of C l , without Cz. For C l , the
problem might look similar to the so-called flux quantization in one dimentional model (e. g., Schick
1968). But, the past treatment on this model can not represent the essential part of the problem.
The assumption of the presence of uniform vector potential denies the cooperative action of the
current and the magnetic field, and, further, the construction of the free energy by using the con-
ventional Hamiltonian has no support from the new frame of physics. We insist that the Maxwell
equations are rigidly correct macroscopically, requesting that the effect of electromagnetic in-
duction is unavoidable, so that the change of the magnetic flux confined in C1 , once created, has
to be made only step by step, such as pushing out the outside boundary of the flux outwards, while
keeping the total flux confined unchanged. We have proposed in this paper a few new thermo-
dynamic operations. This must be due, because, for superconductors, we know experimentally
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that the magnetic flux confined in CI is an additional independent parameter of the system, which
is not describable by the conventional thermodynamics, both quantal and classical, which have
only one equilibrium state. For the superconductors, our proposal is that quantum theory (Bardeen
et al. 1957) is needed for obtaining the superconducting electrons, but, once the material can sustain
persistent currents, the Meissner effect will be its classical consequence.
Edwards used the action principle with a Lagrangian, having partly appreciated our conclusion.
His variation of Eq. (6) is very similar to our variation of Eq. (69). Our classical derivation of the
Meissner effect uses the point charge picture of the electron, thereby enables to discuss thermal
stability of the effect. If, however, we could make an artificial situation at t = 0 where HI has
already penetrated completely in C2 , each electron, in the following instant t > 0, may start cyclo-
tron motion, together with the pushing out of the flux from the inside of C2 . But, as shown in
Eq. (40), the Maxwell equations request that a thermal kinetic energy of UT2 must be consumed
in such a way as ODt2 =- 0 UD2 - 0 Um22 - OUR, indicating the conservation of the total self-
related energy of C2 in this process. Here, we have another crux of the Meissner effect. There-
fore, if the electrons initially has no such kinetic energy - OU;2> 0, the flux has to be locked, or
there is a limitation for the Meissner effect, in the point charge classical electrons. Quantally, since
there are zero point motions and the wave function of each particle spreads substancially, the flux
locking problem is not present. We may regard Edwards' work as partly filling this classical gap.
Although, for the purpose of applying to plasma and astronomical physics, he emphasized the low
density of the carriers and the times of interest which is shorter than the mean collision times, in
the foot light of the new frame of physics, the theory may be regarded as picking up classically
the persistent current character of the state function of the system. In the new frame of physics,
two different classical aspects will be proposed for charged particle gas; the usual particle picture
and the persistent current picture of the state function. By taking persistent current picture, the
thermal part of the motion, (Vi - vn), has to be disregarded, being acceptable quantally at very low
temperatures and/or density. His Eq. (6) may be reasonable for the system which can maintain
persistent currents, because it is simple, covariant, and can derive a desired relation (Appendix C).
At the last, we must note the many objections directed to this simple mathematical frame (Taylor
1982, Henyey 1982, Segall et al. 1982, de Vegvar 1982, Edwards 1982). It is an interesting problem
to analyze these objections in the foot light of the new frame in physics.
Physically the results by non-thermal dynamics must continuate rigorously to those by thermo-
dynamics at low temperature. But, at the same time, we know there are many critical problems
at T = 0, because it is a kind of singular point in physics. More detailed analyses on the mutual
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relation among action principle, Lagrangian, Hamiltonian, entropy, thermodynamics, and quanti-
zation of fields in the new frame will be made elsewhere.
We propose that the new frame in physics with the joint-use of Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
formalism and the ensemble concept, both classically and quantally, is effective not only for
the Meissner effect, plasma physics, and astronomy, but also for most of the physics of macro-
scopically inhomogeneous systems, such as the Josephson junction (Josephsen 1962), biophysics.
logical circuits for high speed computations and optical communication systems. We may add that a
very general elegant analysis has been made by the new frame on the Stern-Gerlach experiment in
relation to the quantum theory of the measurement.
The auther would like to present his sincere appreciation to all the people in the world who
have particitated in the discussion with him on this extraordinary subject.
Appendix A.
A derivation of the Zeeman energy
Let us assume two persistent current rings C1 and C2 ; C1 being large and C2 being small and
located in the center of C1 with keeping the fluxes 1>1 and .1>2, respectively. C2 is regarded as the
magnetic moment J.t2 located in the magnetic field, HI. The total magnetic energy of the system is
(AI)
(A2)
Here 11 and 12 are the total currents in C1 and C2 , 1>1 and 1>2 are the averaged magnetic fluxes, and
L 11 , L 22 , and L 12 are the averaged self- and mutual-inductances. Assuming L 11 and L 22 unchanged,
when we have changed the mutual configurations of C1 and C2 slowly, we get
a (JJ 1 a(JJz
aU = I -- + I --- II 12 0 L 12m 1 c 2 c
(A3)
Here, G 1 and G2 are the non-magnetic energies of the persiste!lt current systems C1 and C2 , res-
pectively. H 21 is the HI at 112 and [) * indicates the variation with respect to L 12, or due to the
change in the mutual configuration between 112 and HI' Therefore, we get
(A4)
Hence, the Zeeman expression is a kind of effective Hamiltonian of the total system. Further,
when we can assume the 11 and 12 unchanged, we get
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(AS)
If 112 has been rotated quickly, the electromagnetic action, which should realize bC 1 , starts from
the location of 112 towards C1 , together with a free electromagnetic radiation, bUR' which is not
considered in Eq. (A4) , because it is usually very small. The situation is partly (but not fully) de-
scribed by the analysis of §4. It is noted that relativistic consideration is essential for obtaining
bC2 from the Maxwell-Lorentz field and source quantities.
Appendix B.
Advantage of the Lagrangian formalism over the Hamiltonian formalism for the magetism of the
classical Coulomb gas and the thermodynamical significance of the falling off of the magnetic field
interaction energy in the effective Hamiltonian of the system.
From Eq. (36) and separating C1 from C2 by denoting the charged particles in C1 with A,
11, ... , we get the Lagrangian of the system, C1 + C2 , as
L = - L, m _c2 + L, mi v 2 _ L, qi % + L, qi qj ( Vi" v)




Pi = -- = miVi + - L: ---






Here, we have neglected many terms of Eq. (36) as being small. The sixth term has been neglected
by assuming that the macroscopic currents are circulating.
The total energy U and the total Hamiltonian Jf are
U(ri,r).; Vi' V).) =L:Pi" Vi +L:p)." v). - L
).
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giq~ qdJ.vi" VJ.
+ L;-- + L; -.---
t,J.4n- T iJ. i, J. 4n-T iJ. C2
(B4)
As has been "explained in detail in § 's, 4 and -5, in order to make these Lagrangian and
Hamiltonian effective, we have to assume that the retardation of the electromagnetic signal can be
neglected. This can be approximately allowed, if the rate of the change of the macroscopic quanti-
ties of th~ systems is sufficiently slow. This situation is, however, only for the description of the
approximate kinematical motion of the system, and is not applicable for the elementary irreversible
process of the system, which is very small but still macroscopic, being motivated instantly by the
stochastic thermal motion of the system, for which the retardation may become essential, as is
described in the main text.
Let us make the effective Hamiltonian for C2 , by regarding the magnetic field HI and the




In Eq. (B2) or (B6), different from the microscopic system of atoms and molecules, in a macro-
scopic system, the last two terms are not always smaller than the other terms. The ratio of
(B8)
is present for r"v 5mm and at H = 102 '\13 Oe. Even at 400 K, the average Vi may be 105 mis, hence,
in Eq. (B6), the approximation
(B9)
can not be justified, so far as we assume the normal magnitude for the HI applied. Therefore, the
explicit representation of Eq. (B5) requests to solve Eq. (B6) for Vi> which is mathematically almost
impossible. This situation indicates the essential disadvantage of the Hamiltonian formalism over
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the Lagrangian formalism, for this macroscopic system.
The effective Lagrangian and Hamiltonian for C2 are





i, A 4 n:T iA
(H11)
with Eq. (B7).
Different from the case of the total Hamiltonian of Eqs. (B4) and (B5), the magnetic inter-
action term has falled off in Eq. (B11). This is due, because, in the transformation from L 2 to' X 2 ,
the terms in L 2 , which are linear in vi, should fall off. Of course, the falled off term
is the magnetic mutual interaction energy between C1 and C2
X 2 , however, is an approximate constant for the kinematical motion of the Coulomb gas,
because, from Eq. (39), the change in the magnetic interaction energy between C1 and C2 is just
cancelled by the energy transfer by induction to C1 . But, X 2 or any of its equivalence must be used
most carefully for the thermodynamical energy of the system, so far as no rigorous justification for
omitting both the magnetic field interaction energy and the energy transfer by induction has been
found. As shown in the main text and, also later in this Appendix, there is no such general justi-
fication, and the old treatments (van Leeuwen 1921, Van Vleck 1932) are physically not accept-
able.
There are other approximations in which the magnetic field energy may be approximated
by a superposition of the normal modes of free electromagnetic fields (Heitler 1954). In addition
to the problem relating to the representation of a static field by normal modes, the role of the
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principle of action through medium becomes unclear and no thermostatistical treatment has been
made with this approximation.
We know that not JC2 but U2 of Eq. (B4),
U2 = U22 + U21 , (B13)
becomes important thermodynamically, being different from JC2 by just the telm of Eq. (BI2).
It looks that the magnetic interaction energy corresponds thermally to the potential energy of a me-
chanical system and the travelling electromagnetic energy for the induction corresponds to the kinetic
energy of the same system. Although the total amount is unchanged, action always starts towards the
lower potential energy. Here, we show very briefly the thermodynamical significance ofEq. (B13).
In Q (§ 7), let us take a function
F2 (AI (r), j2 (r), 52) =U 2- T5 2 (BI4)
as the possible free energy of the system C2 under the applied magnetic field HI or Al (r). Then
we have mathematically and physically
aU2





Let us apply the equilibrium condition to 8h (r). Then, in general for CI + C2 , from our equilibrium
requirement expressed in Eqs. (67), (74), and (66), we have
) Oj2(OU2 SC ( .) = 0 •
. 2, Al r
Therefore, we get
(BI8)
which indicates that, in an equilibrium under the constant temperature and applied field, F 2 should
be minimized for the possible variation of 8h. Therefore, not Un but U2 should be used for the
thermodynamical energy of the partial system, C2 •
We should note quantally as well as classically that denial of the paramagnetic boundary
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electrons in C2 is expected in the new frame, because they will raise the magnetic field energy sig-
nificantly, in contrast to the case of the old frame, where the conventional effective Hamiltonian
is used as the thermodynamical energy.
Appendix C
Derivation of covariant special gauges for the kinematics of a charged particle in a Coulomb gas
The action and the proper time differential of i-th charged paric1e are
(Cl)
(C2)
The Lagrangian and the momentum are
(C3)
(C4)
The equation of motion is
where
A ( r i , t ) = a ( ri, t), (/) ( ri , t) = if> (r~, t)
(C5)
(C6)
are the averaged macroscopic potentials and [So I.] i indicates the short range mutual interactions.
Now, assuming {A J.L} = {A , 1>} as the Lorentz gauge potentials, we define the Edwards' gauge po-
tentials covariantly as
(C7)
where I/JE is a scalar defined by
E Ji -Vr (r,t)= o(v(r,t) -A(r,t)-c<l>(r,d]dt
_JT J1.
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(C9)
(C10)
is the four velocity and the integration should be made along the averaged drift line of the particles.
Then, in the average, we get covariantly
~p~ [ vi· A E _ n,E J
-- = qi Pi 'V = 0
dt e









v' . A E Vi· (A - J' ~ ) 1 aVrE
t _ (/)E = (/) _
e at
Vi· A - e(/) dtE
---- --=0
e edt (C13)
It is noted that, in the classical dense Coulomb gas, the averaged drift direction and the path
of each particle can be completely different, but, in the new frame, this structure might not be
emphasized strongly.
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